Introduction

W

elcome to the latest issue of TwoFour, my first at the helm of publications in the committee. It’s been a long road from
first submitting a few photographs at the start of last year, to taking on the layout and now being responsible for the whole
thing! As you’ll notice, there’s a few changes and I’m hoping to establish some regular features in the magazine.

Firstly there’s Brandon’s tastefully modified 924S, which looks stunning in the photographs and even better in the metal.
If you’re inspired by the low look, then his brother Greg has kindly written a detailed guide on lowering a 924, which also
applies to the 944 and 968. Take a tour of Fil’s numerous cars and garages in Project Corner, where there’s an inspiring dedication to the 924.
Sometimes things take you by surprise, and it Fil’s casual modesty meant I wasn’t anticipating such an expansive selection of cars, garages
and parts. I won’t spoil the surprise, so turn to page 8 to find out more.

Guards Red and varying shades of Guards Pink have long been a joke when it comes to ownership, however Jason has tackled the problem
with extraordinary dedication. A keen detailer, he purchased a 924 in need of some extensive attention to the paintwork and has set about
transforming the car. The pictures speak for themselves! Meanwhile, Pete has just returned from an impressive road trip, covering thousands
of miles through Europe. With both a 924 Turbo and a 924S at his disposal, he chose the S for his travels. It’s great to see the 924 used as a
long distance tourer, something it is truly able to excel at. Rounding off the features this issue is the story of my 924 ownership, which has
been a fantastic adventure so far. I would say it wears the scars of daily use with pride, but of course I’m always green with envy when I see
such well presented cars in the club. Rounding off the issue is a preview of the upcoming NEC show and some more club news.
If you have your own road trip story, a project (or 6!) or you’d like your car featured, then please get in touch. We’re always looking for
technical articles too, so any contributions would be greatly appreciated. A special thanks goes to the contributors this issue, the magazine
wouldn’t be the excellent resource it is without the submissions of members.
I hope you enjoy this issue, work has already begun on the next!
Felix Page - Publications Editor
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y brother and I had always
liked VW scene and Porsches
naturally. My brother saved
his pennies and bought himself a 944. He had owned his
for about twelve years when I
decided to get a 924. I preferred the sleeker
lines and was not worried about the stigma
of a van engine. This was a car designed for
VW as a flagship car but then rebranded as
Porsche as you all know. I was getting a car
that would be faster, less prone to rot, with
more luggage capacity, excellent handling
characteristics and all for less money than
a VW beetle or similar age Golf, what is not
to like? Porsche had decided that this car
was worthy of their badge and that was good
enough for me.
I decided on a post 1980 (fully galvanised)
2.0L (easy to maintain) non sunroof model
(no leaks). A car turned up 25 mile away for
£700 that had the added bonus of being white

and spoilerless and it wasn’t long before I was
the owner of a Porsche. Like a lot of 924 s out
there I was the umpteenth owner of a car that
had gone around the clock, complete with
cracked dash and split seats. I owned the car
for about three years, 18 months of which it
was off the road with a fuel delivery issue that
I never got around to sorting. I decided the
ectra poke of a 2.5L would be nice as would
a sunroof after a run out in my brother’s car.
I sold the car and it has since been resold
and restored to her former glory by Daznotts.
I decided on a 924S. I trawled the usual places
and saw several cars in worse condition than
the one I was replacing! I found one with
105K (with a bundle of history), virtually
crack free dash, split free seats about 125
miles away and went back the following week
to buy it for £1,900. I replaced the belts and
gave her a service and used her regularly
with no issues. It was always my intention
to modify her with some subtle mods. I am

a fan of sleepers, cars that look stock but
are actually running a bigger engine and
so on, as opposed to for example the young
boy racers in their Corsas with bodykits,
the complete opposite, all show and no go.
I thought of a Martini replica but got hung
up on wheels as my car has a five stud set
up. I decided that I wanted the car to look
like an earlier model, to give the appearance
of a 2.0L n/a but actually having the extra
poke of the 2.5L and power steering to boot.
I decided on cookie cutter alloys, found a
6j/7j staggered pair of wheels, had them
refurbed and shod them with new rubber.
I fitted them to the car and that is when I
found out they were the wrong offset. I had
assumed as I had seen cookie cutters on
other 924’s then they would fit my five stud
setup. I was left with the option of swap
out the back end for a turbo back end and
“downgraded” to steel trailing arms etc or
keep with my current wheels.

I had been renovating a barn for four years
so my time and money was tied up. Once
we finished my partner became pregnant! I
decided that if I didn’t spend some money
before my daughter was born then I would
never get around to it. Money no object I
would have had gone for a full colour change,
re-trimmed interior, but as all parents out
there know money was now an object! I
decided a long time ago that it was going to
be lowered and the rear wiper and spoiler
deleted for a cleaner look. I sourced some 7j
rear wheels and moved the rubber from the
cookie cutters over. I swapped out the rear
hatch for a hatch I had dropped onto several
years ago that did not have the rear wipe hole.
I won it on ebay for 99p but had to travel to
Glasgow to pick it up!
Next I started to amass the parts required for
lowering, shortened springs for the front, new
bushes and mounts for the back end. Next
my brother was lined up for the job with me

helping (thanks Greg!) as he had already done
his 944 several years earlier. It took about
three days, a fair bit a cursing and plenty of tea
but when it was done I knew I wouldn’t have
to do it again. It was lowered 30mm front and
rear and sits just right in my opinion. Next
on the list was removing the side rubbing
strip and rear spats for a cleaner look. I loved
the look of front bumpers with the rubbers
deleted but felt that if I did the front then I
would have to do the rear bumper which I was
less sure of. I decided to go for it and took
off the front headlamp wash as well. I lined
up a bodyshop to repair / respray where the
parts had been taken off and to attend to a
few small dents and rust.
Next on the list was to decide on the lower
sills. They are black as standard, and I wanted
the car to have a genuine factory look to it,
white would make the car look lower but
sometimes, especially without any side
bump strips or decals, look heavy. I spent

hours pondering, searching the internet for
photos of cars with and without. Eventually I
decided to just do it and am pleased with the
result, the ”S” decal just breaking the side up
slightly. Whilst I was getting the car touched
up I opted to get the wheels resprayed as
because they were not a matching pair and
there was a difference in the shade front
to rear. I wanted a titanium colour that is
popular on white Audis etc currently. The
actual colour I chose on a test card turned
out far darker than I wanted and a bit nonfactory looking for me but has since really
grown on me. An added bonus is that you
can’t see brake dust on them!
What is left to do? Nothing really, it ticks
all the boxes for me. If I had a lottery win
it would be getting a full colour re-spray, I
would probably put cookie cutters on with a
turbo back end and drop either a 944S2 or 968
engine and gear train in and a re-trimmed
leather interior. Brandon.
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Fil: 3 Garages. 6 Porsches.

the black S2 Turbo is another S2 Turbo,
this time in Guards Red. Lurking in the
garage, the red S2 hasn’t progressed as
far as the black car yet. Set aside on the
work bench is the clutch and, having heard
about the difficulty in changing them, Fil
confirms that it “was and still is a real pig
of a job.” Not deterred by this, plenty of
other work has been carried out on the
car, most notably a large dent in the front
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rriving at an unassuming
terraced house in Wigan,
faced with onroad parking
and a distinct lack of transaxle
Porsches, I phoned Fil to make
sure I had the right address.
“Come down the lane a bit further up,
I’ll meet you there.” Turning off the main
road, the adventure began. I was greeted
by some anonymous garages and Fil’s
uniquely modified 924 n/a, which was
being polished ready for a show the next
day.
After a little introduction and some light
refreshments, it was time to be taken on a
journey of 924 discoveries! Fil talked me
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through his pride & joy, a highly modified
n/a car, which he has spent 2 years restoring
from “a £200 wreck.” The numberplate is
really the only clue as to the origins of the
car, which has been lavished with some
rare parts. One of the most distinctive is
the Strosek hatch, which combined with
the Zender spoiler, is a real homage to the
80’s tuning houses. Fil has picked out his
favourite parts from a variety of models
and brought them together to create his
own. The car sports 968 teardrop mirrors,
which are surely worth more than he paid
for the car! Following on with parts from
newer models, the front end is from a 944
S2 and features the larger front mounted
lights. The Porsche Twist wheels give away

wing being pulled out and painted. The
standard of workmanship is top-notch,
and all the more impressive considering
the space available. Again, the interior
of the red car is well thought out, with
some tweed sports seats. These required
a small repair to the bolster, and getting
a colour match was difficult, so the fabric
was dyed black, resulting in an interior
reminiscent of the 924 Carrera GT. With

924 Turbo numbers dwindling, it’s great
to see two being revived ready for action
again. Commenting that 2 Turbo’s
probably make up for a fair percentage
share of remaining examples, Fil asks if I
want to see his third! Moving to another
small garage, there’s a Silver S1 Turbo,
with an uncertain fate. Fil got his first
Turbo “about 5 years ago now” but that
ended up being scrapped. Whilst this

the 5 stud conversion, with disc brakes all
around. Meanwhile, the standard n/a uses
4 stud wheels with drums on the back.
Lifting the bonnet, it’s clear how much
attention has been put into the build, with
parts colour coded and no sign of grime
anywhere.
The other car parked outside is a black
924 S2 Turbo, wearing one rough looking
spiderweb wheel yet to be refurbished.
Aside from this, Fil tells me the project
is nearing completion. Once again, the
condition of the engine bay puts my
daily driven car to shame. The interior
has some choice upgrades, with electric
leather sports seats and a turbo boost
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particular one is not beyond saving, Fil
has prioritised his time on other projects.
A neighbour has kindly allowed him
to store it in their garage, and one can’t
help but get the impression that the 924
is taking over this part of Wigan. The
takeover is obviously a friendly one, with
Fil’s expansive collection almost becoming
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a centre for the community. Different
visitors pass through, intrigued to see
what’s going on and if there’s any new
additions to the fleet. After more chat,
it’s time to see what the third garage holds
instore. Built recently, it houses various
collections. The walls are lined with
memorabilia and tokens from previous

cars. Shelving units at the back are
crammed with a collection of Speed Freak
models and a neat inventory of spare parts
for all kinds of 924’s. It’s hard to ignore
the Porsche Boxster too, which is shared
between Fil & his partner. A very different
car to the 924, which offers a more visceral
experience to the more modern Boxster.
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Coming out of the garage, there’s one last
car to see. Tucked out the way is a very
early example of the 924 n/a, from 1977.
Asking Fil what his ideal 924 is, I was
somewhat surprised to hear that it would
be “an original ‘77”, given his other projects
track record for subtle modifications and
not so subtle modifications. This early car
represents not only Fil’s next project, but
his final project, or so he says! Once the
other projects are complete, he is going to
embark on a nut & bolt restoration of the
1977 car. It’s looking quite forlorn at the
moment, as with many long term projects
which have yet to be started. However,
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most of the key components to the early
car are present. Looking at the rear, there’s
the spoilerless hatch, and then rare metal
badges rather than decals. The hatch
features elegant chrome trim, as with the
windows. Opening the passenger door to
see what’s inside, the early 2 spoke steering
wheel is there, along with the rubber gear
gaitor for the early 4 speed gearbox. The
dash isn’t cracked, and apart from some
easily replaced ripped seats, the interior
is in remarkable condition, especially
considering the car is more than 10 years
older than other 924’s. Under the bonnet,
there’s more unfamiliar parts compared to

the later 924’s. The windscreen washer
bottle is located in a different area and
the air filter housing draws air in from
near the headlight housing as opposed
to the front badge panel. Fil even has
a set of the original steel wheels to be
fitted, sourced from Germany. With the
standard of work carried out on Fil’s other
projects, and an incredible knowledge of
all 924 nuances, the 1977 car is sure to be
stunning once it’s completed. Felix
If you have your own 924 project, contact
publications@porsche924.co.uk to get
your story featured!
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Tech Guide

Greg talks through the lowering process
Part 1: A summary of the saga

Y

ou know how it is.. the phone
rings and it’s your kid brother:
“Can we lower my car like yours?”
To save the tears you reply “Yeah
no problem”, and list about a
grands worth of parts required for
the job. A year or so passes by without word
when the phone rings again. “I’ve got all the
bits.” “Haven’t you written it off or sold it
yet?! Lowering is a really bad idea y’know..”
“But you promised!” “Just put a bag of cement
in the boot.” “I’ve booked the time off work
now! I’ll tell mum!” And with that, you sigh..
“Ah bollocks. OK.”
And that’s how it started.. the hair loss.. the
scraped knuckles.. wrinkles and memory loss.
The first day involved getting a friendly garage
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to release all the bolts using air tools and lots
of heat. At home, to the sounds of Jethro Tull,
lying on a Persian rug that his missus didn’t
like any more, we watched and encouraged
the 6year old nephew as he installed 30mm
lower uprated front springs, polybushed the
front control arms and fitted braided brake
flexi’s. Results were pleasing - the horrid gap
between rubber and wheel arch was gone.
However the 924/944/968’s ultimate handling
is best when the sills are perfectly horizontal
which meant the rear needed to be done too.
Many cars also have springs at the back, but
not the 924/944/968’s. They use a “Z-axle”,
first deployed on the Super Beetle, based
around two torsion bars held within a hollow
beam running across the rear of the chassis,

ahead of the rear wheels. There is upto ¾ of
an inch adjustment simply by rotating an
eccentric nut - ideal to trim the ride height
for standard front springs - but not enough to
level a car with lowered front springs.
In order to achieve the drop required, it was
necessary to “re-index” the rear torsion bars.
This involves removing everything attached
to the beam, dropping it from the vehicle and
re-orientating the spring plates on the ends
of the torsion bars. The inner and outer ends
of the torsion bars have different numbers
of teeth, so by moving one spline up on the
inside, and one spline down on the outside,
the ride height is lowered by about 6.5mm.
We needed at least 30mm to compensate for
the front so this needed to be done 5 times.
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So amongst lots of strife and anguish, the
exhaust, shocks, brake lines drive shafts,
trailing arms were removed, and the the
rear beam was dropped clear of the bottom
of the car. The original bushings fell away
perished and apologetic. To save time we left
the handbrake cables attached inside the hub
but this actually made removal of the inner
trailing arm bushes more difficult and time
consuming. During the 6 hours it took to
remove the *!?* metal casings of the original
bushes, amongst the cups of tea, Picnic bars
and the soft lilting sounds of Judas Priest,
Metallica, MotorHead and Iron Maiden, I
could hear Bro repeatedly cussing through
gritted teeth “It’ll only take us a day!”.
And so it came to pass on the fourth day of
late nights and long hours, it was put back
together. Brakes were bled and she was
lowered to the ground. Except the passengers
side refused to bow down. Measurements
were taken and confirmed that it was still
20mm higher than it was meant to be. Hopeful
it was just binding on a tight bush, Youngster
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pounded up and down the gravel path far
faster than necessary to settle it but it refused
to budge. It’s weird to describe but the car
looked kinda cross-eyed.. like the passenger
side rear was telegraphing to the nation “I’m
20mm higher than the other side!”
It was seriously late again. His missus was on
the verge of a nervous breakdown because
“he obviously loves that car more than he
loves me”. I’m sure we agreed that it was the
Germans fault for bad design. And anyway
where was the nephew when we really needed
him??
Having loosened and retightened everything
and eliminated all other possibilities, the beam
had to be dropped down again. Holidays all
used up, Our Kid returned to work, I spent
the fifth day on my own. I removed the beam
entirely from under the car, set it onto a bench
and indexed the passenger bar again and
again until the spring plate was in exactly
the same position as the drivers side. To this
day we cannot be sure what happened but the

original adjustment somehow went wrong.
The Wife Neglecter came home after a 12
hour shift and together we re-assembled until
nearly midnight. This time though it was all
smiles as all corners measured evenly, about
625mm from the ground. She looked good
enough to eat!
Spirited driving through the lanes quickly
showed a huge improvement in the feel
of the car. Fore and aft movement during
acceleration and gear changes was entirely
gone and you could feel the feedback from
the road through the seat of your pants.
It was a huge relief to be completed at last.
Even more so as the Porsche Head Quarters
meet was booked at the weekend. Except..
on the morning of the meet, she refused to
fire.. Transpires the petrol pump had sucked
up debris and died after The Lad had filled
the tank in preparation for the weekend trip.
To this day I believe it was either The Curse
of The Neglected Wife or the Ghost of the
Persian Rug!
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Tech Guide

Greg talks through the lowering process
Part 2: Some sage advice
Strictly speaking, lowered front springs
increases the spring rate at the front.. without
increasing the rear spring rate the car will be
less balanced. In reality for road use, the effect
isn’t noticeable. Lowering the rear via reindexing does not increase the rear stiffness.
The rear spring rate is set by the torsion bar
diameter and can only be changed by putting
a larger bar in place. Note that torsion bars
are inter-changeable through all the years
from the earliest 924’s to the 968 so there
are viable upgrade routes using secondhand
parts. Jim Pasha wrote a great article about
“making the 924 handle” and it contains
detailed information about parts upgrades
– brilliant for further reading.
First off, re-indexing is a big job to do at
home. A big, dirty, time consuming job not
to be attempted if you haven’t got the right
kit and backup support if you get stuck. Air
tools will be needed to release the large bolts
supporting the rear beam to the vehicle and
trailing arms. A friendly local garage may
release the bolts and just pinch them tight

Part 3: Step by step guide
enough for you to drive home and release
them using spanners and sockets.
It’s also quite a costly job in terms of the parts
required to do properly. The original bushes
will be shot – guaranteed. I’ve done this job
on two cars and both have had bushes totally
separated from their metal fixings and fallen
apart when released. Original bushes from
Porsche are becoming scarily expensive so
it’s worth scanning ebay for bargains. The
‘top mount’ is only available as a Porsche
part about £140 ea. The spring plate top
mount from Porsche are about £80each. In
addition I highly recommend fitting a full
set of polybushes (£240 ish front and rear),
and replacing the bushes that are glued onto
the spring plate with Weltmeister bushes
(Pelican parts - £80 plus shipping from USA).
Replacement inner sway-bar bushes will be
provided with a polybush kit but the outer
ends (drop links) are a strong piece of kit
and haven’t needed replacement on either
car I’ve done. I have seen metal adjustable
drop links on ebay for about £60 if you fancy.

I’d also recommend replacing the brake flexi
hoses with braided (£45ish front and rear),
just because it makes sense.
Only by releasing the rear suspension beam
from the car is possible to re-index the
torsion bars. This just means changing the
orientation of the spring plate in relation to
the torsion bar. The inner end of the torsion
bar has 40 splines where-as the outer end has
44. Adjusting the height is done by moving
BOTH inner and outer ends together.. One
spline UP on the inner, and one spline
DOWN on the outer. Each pair of movements
will effect a 6.5mm reduction in ride height.
Both cars I’ve done had 30mm lower front
springs, so were moved 5 times on the torsion
bars.
Whilst the beam is undone, it’s a good time
to check and repair any rot at the end of the
sills, behind where the beam locates – it’s far
easier to work there without the beam in the
way. My own car looked rock solid but was
actually rotten here.

Shopping List:
Braided brake flexi’s £45-50 (yes, just do them
you know it makes sense!)
1 x Polybush kit (front and rear) ~ £250 (ebay)
2x Spring plate outer bush $18ea Pelican Parts
no: PEL-PP904834
2x Spring plate inner bush $18ea Pelican Parts
no: PEL-PP904835

Support the rear using tall axle stands (or
short axle stands on top of breeze block lay on
it’s side). There are jack points located behind
the rear wheel well. Supporting the front will
help if you can’t get the rear high enough.
Remove trailing arms:
1) Separate the exhaust at the joint in the
centre of the car and remove the rear box.
Check the mounting rubbers. Both times I’ve
done this, the original olive joining the two
pipes has been re-used after a wire brush but
generally the rubbers which the rear of the
exhaust hangs from have needed replacing.
2) Loosen off the screw that holds the rear
brake disks to the hub (you’ll struggle if you
need to get in there later on..)
3) Drain the brake fluid from the rear brakes
4) Break the bolts holding the brake calipers
on (again, just in case you need to get into
the hubs later..)
5) Separate the rear brake flexi’s and release
the brake lines from the holders on the
trailing arms (the little slide clips need to be
waggled out using pliers or grips)
6) Remove the rear shocks (support the
trailing arm using a jack to save ruining the
threads as the bottom bolt comes out)
7) Release the drive shafts from the gearbox ends (the less dirty end!) Support using
a strap or an axle stand to save the CV from
binding. Put a sandwich bag over the oily end
to save it collecting dirt.
8) The handbrake cable runs across the top
of the rear beam. It’s held with two pull out
clips similar to the brake lines. Release the
clips and cut the ties that hold the cables to
the beam.
9) Scrape a line where the trailing arm

attaches to the spring plate, so you can line
it up on reassembly
10) Release the bolts holding the trailing arm
to the spring plate. Leave one bolt loosely in
place to save it falling..
11) Release the trailing arm inner mounts
from the beam
12) Remove the loose trailing arm to spring
plate bolt and lower the trailing arm to the
ground. It’ll still be attached by the handbrake
cable so be sensitive with it..
13) Although still attached by the handbrake,
you can carefully manoeuvre the arm so the
bush can be removed from the inner end. If
you want the trailing arm free to move onto
a bench, then the handbrake will need to be
undone from inside the hub.. ie brake caliper
off, disk off, handbrake shoes out etc etc
Yes it’s a pig and you’ll cuss and swear never
to do anything on your car again. But after
it’s been Polybushed and lowered you’ll be
so pleased!
Lowering the rear beam:
14) Release the long bolts at the end of the sill
which hold the spring plate cover to the car.
Tap the free end through but don’t actually
remove the bolts.. it’ll make it much easier to
remove after :-)
15) Release the spring plate top mounts
(“mid mount”)
16) Release the beam top mounts
17) Remove the long bolt from 14) and using
a bar with a work glove on the end, lever the
beam from the mounts in the end of the sills
Re-Indexing:
18) Look at the bolts which hold the spring
plate cover onto the beam. There is one

bottom bolt which holds the spring plate
under tension. This needs to be removed
completely, after the others have been
loosened off so the spring arm can freely
move to the unsprung position.
19) Tape a piece of paper to the leg of the
beam that reaches up into the wheel arch.
Accurately scribe a reference line to show
where the spring plate is BEFORE you start!
20) Remove the bolts completely and slide
off the spring plate cover.
21) Remove the spring plate itself. This has
the torsion bar inside it so be mindful.. I
suggest bringing the bar out at the same time.
Move some reference so you can mate them
back together again after.
22) Remove (much easier said than done!) the
glued on rubbers and install the Weltmeister
donuts on the spring plate.
23) Drill a small hole in the end of the tube so
you can push a drill bit in to hold the torsion
bar.
24) Place the spring plate and torsion bar
back together on the car.
25) Re-index the inner end of the torsion bar
– ie move it UP as many times as planned.
Mark a line each move.
26) Push a drill bit into the hole and keep the
inner end of the torsion bar engaged whilst
you rotate the outer end of the spring plate
DOWN however many times as planned.
Again, mark a line each time you move the
plate. (see pic)
27) Refit the beam and trailing arms, lower
the car and take measurements. If there’s a
problem, start again. Only refit the brakes,
hand brake and exhaust when you know it’s
right!
28) Admire your hardwork. Greg

2x Spring plate cover mounts Porsche only –
solid mounts are available on ebay or Pelican
2x Beam top mounts – these are handed (ie
right hand, left hand).. and only available
from Porsche to my knowledge
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Paint Restoration

I

bought this car in a sorry state in
June 2012 with the intention of practicing my paint detailing skills. As it was
I ended up learning new ones along the
way! The car was horribly faded in places. Some areas were so bad they had actually turned bright white. When I bought
the car I had already resigned myself to a
bonnet respray.

I first began with my machine polisher, the
faithful tool which has seen me through
many a paint correction. However, quickly
I realised something was wrong, and the
paintwork was not coming up to the standard
I expected. I was finding a pink haze still in
evidence even after what would usually have
been more than enough time for a good paint
correction.
As I found out later, it appeared the car has
received one, maybe two, blow overs in its
time, and these had all gone bad. I had to
choose between another blow over, which
could go bad again or trying to reach the
original paint. I went with the latter.
So after the purchase of some pretty coarse
wet and dry paper I set about work using
soaking wet paper to minimize damage. After
a hefty amount of time I started to realise
there was some nice paint underneath. Once
any old paint had been removed the paint
surface was smoothed off using finer and finer
layers of wet and dry before I could think
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about machine polishing. For that side of
things I purchased a rotary polisher and a
special pad and compound for quick cutting,
and I soon managed to get a nice shine into
the paint again. Some areas which had not
been too badly affected by the sun, mainly low
down areas and some of the plastics were just
hit with the polishing machine with the fast
cutting compound, and the paint was vastly
improved. The rubber spoiler was fed initially
with peanut butter, then bumper trim which
got the black back.

Sadly some areas required more technical
work and as I type this the car is in the local
bodyshop having a wing repaired at the tip
and blown over, plus having bumpers aligned/
rear “Porsche badge” panel made good and
resprayed.
Apart from the paint restoration itself, I
have done a lot of other work too. The front
passenger door was replaced as the old one
had some nasty scrapes on it. This also finally
got me with 2 fully working electric windows
once I had greased both. Its graced by a 944
cream half leather interior now. I got some
black wheels too, and resprayed the black
bits. Trying to echo that red 80’s 911 Carrera
look….
Unfortunately, it will not be in my ownership
long and I am hoping soon it goes to a
dedicated 924 fan who will continue the work
where I left off. Jason
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Owners Diary

Spanners & Sponges

Getting the miles out of a 924

T

he first car is one that everyone
will remember and it’s one I hope
to hold onto. The story starts with
a gold metallic Porsche 924, which
I have a vague recollection of from
early childhood. It lived on a road
nearby, with a gaudy blanket thrown over
the back seats, reeking of both neglect and
adventure. At the time, my Dad was driving around in a Sierra XR4x4 and generally
instilling an intense interest in cars for me.
However, it was this little brown wedge which
caught my imagination.
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Well, fast forward to December of 2010,
my 21st birthday was looming and I had
£1000 for my first car. In the final year of
my degree, I declared pop-up lights the most
important criteria of a student run-around.
Unfortunately, my house mates had little
interest in playing my guessing game, so
I set about looking for a car myself. With
car insurance ambitious but plausible, I told
my Dad what I was going to do. I wouldn’t
say my idea was met with support, rather a
realisation that arguing against this pursuit
would be futile.

The first car I went to see was advertised for
£750 and titled “PORSCHE FOR FIESTA
MONEY” and few details. In my excitement,
I ignored the caps lock and slogan before
ordering some train tickets to a bleak, distant
town. We met in the station car park, with
the conversation opening with “Do you have
breakdown cover mate?”. It was apparently
working fine before I got there, however it
was now back firing with such violence that
a lesser quality car would surely have fallen
apart. With this my first foray into buying a
car, I humoured the seller and we went for
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a test drive. The car stopped 3 times before
breaking down altogether. Not to worry,
the seller quickly phoned his bank, hoping
some breakdown cover was included with his
credit card. Of course it wasn’t. Eventually, a
friend of his picked me up in his van, who was
quick to repeat how reliable the car is usually.
Missing the train home by minutes, I sat on
the platform lamenting my first ride in a 924.
Being a week away from Christmas, it was
a poor time to be buying a 924, with so few
for sale. A few days after the first saga, I
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saw another advertised for slightly over my
budget. The seller sounded pleasant on the
phone, telling me the wing mirrors could do
with repainting. With this important matter
made clear, I bought single train tickets from
Cardiff to Farnborough. This second attempt
at car ownership would prove to be even more
challenging. Awaking to a snow covered
country, the trains were disrupted, with just
1 of 4 London trains running that morning.
This meant standing in a crammed carriage
all the way to Swindon. Such an ordeal,
combined with single tickets influenced the
standard of car I’d accept. Finally, arriving
in Farnborough more than 5 hours later, we
made it to the car. It was for sale due to a baby,
something I can vouch for. Upon arrival a
relative greeted us, pointed out the only car on
the driveway as the car we had come to look
at. He didn’t know anything about it, besides,
the owner was giving birth in the front room!
I tried my best to look like I was examining
the car thoroughly, finding a few things to
strengthen my haggling position. The mirrors

were quite tatty, and the dash was cracked
massively. And the recent respray meant the
paint was bright appliance white, with bonus
appliance white on places like windows and
black plastics. I called £800 out to the relative,
who went inside to consult with the owner.
Amongst the commotion it was suggested
that this was too low. Questioning the used
car buying ethics from a woman in labour, we
settled for a price somewhere in between. As
we were signing the paperwork the midwives
came out of the front room, chirping “it all
happens at once”. I never met the owner.
There were some anxious moments as my Dad
pulled out of the driveway and proceeded to
get lost before the M4. It was almost 4 years
since I’d passed my test and driven a car, and
with conditions getting progressively worse,
it was up to him to get home safely. The day
was tarnished slightly by him talking about a
few TR7’s he used to own, making some rude
comparisons to this fine piece of engineering
I was now the owner of.
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I stayed up on the eve of my 21st, to see the
clock tick over to 00:00 and my insurance
commence! In an attempt to remember
how to drive, I went out for an hour at
midnight with my Dad, which was perfectly
uneventful. On my first day I practised
what would become some frequent routes,
including driving the 40 mile round trip to
my University campus before driving alone in
the evening to my student house. Managing
the motorway, driving alone and in the dark
all on my first day back at the wheel after a few
years was a vital confidence boost! It was a
good idea to go straight into it, without being
spoilt by power steering, good visibility or a
clutch that’s not weightier than a small child.

A few weeks of ownership passed without
issue, putting my mind at rest and allowing
me to concentrate on period accessories,
namely cassettes of dubious taste. One day
I was driving a house mate to the beach for
their project. Remaining diplomatically silent
perusing the cassettes at my disposal, they
noticed Buddy Holly lurking in the glove-box.
After explaining that this particular tape was
not a part of my collection, but accidentally
included in the sale of the car, it was clumsily
pushed into my tape player. Then the speaker
balance was tweaked to allow only sound
from the right, before copious amounts of
volume was then applied. Moments later,
with all the houses on the right alerted to

Buddy Holly, the two dials were mastered and
it was declared that this tape suited the car.
Personally, I think such a bold statement will
come into dispute when I find an illusive Asia
album in a charity shop/skip. The summer of
2011 arrived, and by now I was well versed in
the foibles of my car and driving in general.
Removing the sunroof at every opportunity,
I was having a great time with the car. A
friend helped me perform a basic service,
which I can carry out on my own now. A
few other modifications were made to satisfy
the young boy racer in me, with a 924 Turbo
bonnet added and the larger 944 spoiler fitted
to the rear hatch. Although a casual observer
probably wouldn’t notice them.
The remarkable practicality of the 924 came
into play once my time as a student was
up. I was able to pack my bike along with
all my clothes and desktop computer in the
car! With the honeymoon period over, a few
things started to go awry. I was preparing to
join the M4 from the A48, progressing up the
sweeping slip road, listening to Rush Exit Stage
Left. A suitable album, as at this moment the
left rear brake pretty much did the same. The
Armco loomed large, my tan coloured shorts
a darker shade. I didn’t crash in the end but
the rear wheel literally had 5cm of play in it.
I thought it was a bearing at first, but the
garage told me otherwise. Now £216 lighter,
it’s “sporting” Brembo drums with new shoes
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and so on. The car feels a lot tighter and the
brakes work better of course. My handbrake
is almost digital, whereas it used to be like
the lever on Get Your Own Back. It was a
bit frustrating spending money on drum
brakes, but the car had been good to me up
to this point, and not having the use of it for
a few days made me realise just how much
I enjoy it. The next problem was possibly
of my making. I was at the Retro Rides
Gathering and took the opportunity to take
my car up Prescott Hill climb, with increasing
enthusiasm. A few days after attending, I’d
occasionally find the car with a flat battery.
At first, I thought it was a dodgy electric
mirror, after taking off the door cards I found
they’d been cut off and the wires just left bare,

free to contact the metal door! I guess the
sudden changes of direction at the hill climb
unsettled the wires, leading me to discover
their condition. However, a few days later
and the problem was still occurring. The
wiring loom for the alternator is a notorious
issue, and mine had both melted & corroded
and my alternator packed up. I didn’t have
the skill level to change it myself, so it was
off to my local independent garage for some
more attention. After a new alternator, loom
& labour, I was faced with the biggest bill
I’m likely to pay. A new rear section for the
exhaust is another part I’ve replaced during
the course of ownership. This was thanks
to a large speed bump designed for trucks
rather than 924’s!
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On the rare occasion it’s sunny outside and
I’ve little else to do, I try to spend time sorting
out a few aesthetic parts. This has included
a full set of refurbished alloy wheels with
new, matching tyres. This has been a real
transformation to both looks and handling,
as previously I was living on the edge with
two mismatched budget tyres on the rear.
The refurbished wheels showed up my drum
brakes, so I painted those silver. One of the
side repeaters fell out at some point, so a set
of original amber ones have replaced the clear
set. I was thinking of getting another clear
set, and a set of clear indicators on the front,
much like Brandon’s car in this issue, however
I decided it would be cheaper to embrace the
80’s ambers! Perhaps my greatest bargain
has been a set of herringbone tweed seats
in perfect condition from a 1978 car. These
replaced my worn pinstripe seats, which I
managed to sell someone restoring their
VW Camper, leaving me with some extra
cash even. Coming from a low mileage car,
the foam is very plush, I never appreciated
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what I was missing! On a visual level, the
tweed pattern ties in nicely with the black &
white details on the car. Unfortunately, not
all of my attempts at making the car more
presentable have been successful. I took on
the challenge of repainting the mirrors. After
the primer, I applied too much paint so it ran.
I started again, only for it to then start raining.
Eventually, as the final coat of lacquer was
drying, the cat sat on them! Having wasted so
much paint and time, I ended up lacquering
them with my own tears.
This year I’ve taken the car to France, Holland,
Germany & Belgium. Most recently, I was
driving back from Edinburgh, only for the
clutch pedal to go to the floor in Carlisle.
Calling out the breakdown patrol for the first
time I explained a CF postcode was Cardiff.
The patrol man made it clear he had no
intention of towing me that far. Opening
the bonnet revealed the clutch cable was
intact, and soon desperate thoughts began
to run through my head. Luckily, it was the

actual clutch pedal which had snapped. We
removed it from the car, had it welded at a
garage and put it all back together before I set
off down the M6 with the minimum of gear
changes. It took just 2 hours from phoning up
to being on my way again. Sadly, this dashed
any hopes of taking the scenic route home,
as I knew an angry patrol man would come
and get me if my clutch pedal snapped again
on some remote A road!
This month my car will resume GT duties,
with a trip planned to France, Switzerland,
Germany & Luxembourg. Since buying the
car with 113k on the clock, it now stands
at 133k. I’m sure it’s good for many more
yet and plan to upgrade parts as they need
replacing. I’d love to have a 924 Turbo or
another transaxle Porsche, but having shared
so many adventures, I’m quite fond of my
little old car. Besides, if I was to sell it, I’d
spend my life trying to find my first car, a
slightly tired yet faithful 924 with a poorly
fitting turbo bonnet. Felix
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Pete’s road trip
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NEC Preview
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NEC AD
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Next Issue:
Karl recounts his season & more!

News/events

TwoFour is open for submissions, please email publications@porsche924.co.uk for information!
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